
Conspiracy and correspondence in Kı̃sêdjê vowel epenthesis

Introduction This paper investigates the quality of epenthetic vowels in Kı̃sêdjê (Northern Jê;
Brazil), which exhibits an alternation between copy and fixed-quality epenthesis. The existence of
an apparent conspiracy that involves fixed-quality epenthetic vowels and independent facts about
the phonology of Kı̃sêdjê is recognized, and the patterns observed are interpreted as a case of The
Emergence of the Unmarked (TETU; McCarthy & Prince 1994). In addition, it is argued that
the Kı̃sêdjê facts support the view that surface correspondence is a valid and meaningful relation
between epenthetic and lexical vowels that agree at a distance (Kitto & de Lacy 1999, Stanton &
Zukoff 2018).
Phenomenon In Kı̃sêdjê, words may not end in a consonant when they appear utterance-finally.
When the final vowel and consonant of the epenthesized stem are both oral or both nasal, the
epenthetic vowel is a copy of the preceding vowel, as exemplified in (1). Otherwise, a high non-
back vowel is inserted, whose identity is itself determined by the nasality and place of articulation
of the preceding consonant, as in (2). In the examples, epenthetic vowels are underlined.

(1) a. /j2t/ → ["j2.R2] ‘potato’
b. /thÕn/ → ["thÕ.nÕ] ‘sister’

(2) a. /s2n/ → ["s2.nı̃] ‘sweet’
b. /si."thOm/ → [si."thOmı̃] ‘close’

A conspiracy In Kı̃sêdjê, nasal stops are fully nasal when they appear as onsets in syllables with
nasal nuclei (3), but they are allophonically postoralized with oral nuclei (Nonato 2012, 2014), as
shown in (4).

(3) a. [mı̃."tSi] ‘caiman’
b. [n2̃] ‘mother’
c. [NÕ] ‘give’

(4) a. [mbEn] ‘honey’
b. [nda] ‘rain’
c. [Ngo] ‘water’

I take this as evidence that Kı̃sêdjê prohibits fully nasal stops in onset position of syllables with
oral nuclei, and I propose that this ban is responsible for the insertion of high vowels in place of
copies. If the stems in (2) were repaired with an inserted copy, such a disallowed sequence would
be created:

(5) a. /s2n/ → *["s2.n2] ‘sweet’
b. /si."thOm/ → *[si."thOmO] ‘close’

Hence, postoralization and high vowel epenthesis seem to conspire to rid Kı̃sêdjê from NV se-
quences in which the vowel is oral.
Analysis Following Kitto & de Lacy (1999), I argue that the agreement mechanism responsible
for the emergence of epenthetic copies in Kı̃sêdjê is surface correspondence. By virtue of lacking
an input correspondent, epenthetic vowels are required to have a correspondent (a coindexed seg-
ment) in the output, and forced by identity constraints on corresponding segments to be featurally
identical. Adopting this view to account for the Kı̃sêdjê facts makes it possible to avoid problems
an account in terms of feature spreading (Gafos & Lombardi 2000, Kawahara 2004, 2007) would
face. In particular, in feature spreading approaches, alternations between copy and fixed-quality
epenthesis are argued to result from the blocking of spreading by consonant with certain places of
articulation. This is not what is observed in Kı̃sêdjê.
The general preference for copy epenthesis in Kı̃sêdjê (cf. 1) is proposed to result from IDENT-BE,
a constraint that requires featural identity between an epenthetic vowel and its output correspondent
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(correspondence is indicated with coindexation), dominating M(V→1/i), the set of constraints that
determine that high vowels are least marked in the language. This is shown in the following
tableau.

(6) /j2t/ → [j2R2] ‘potato’
/j2t/ IDENT-BE M(V→1/i)

a. + j21R21 **
b. j21Ri1 *W *L

In turn, the alternation between fully nasal and postoralized stops (3-4) is proposed to result from
the domination of *CONTOUR, a constraint that penalizes postoralized nasals, by *NV, which
penalizes nasal stops followed by oral vowels.

(7) /na/ → [nda] ‘rain’
/na/ *NV *CONTOUR

a. + nda *
b. na *W L

I propose that the particular way in which the rankings responsible for copy epenthesis and pos-
toralization interact makes high vowel insertion preferable with stems that end with an oral vowel
followed by a nasal consonant. Specifically, high vowel epenthesis is made necessary by the dom-
ination of *CONTOUR over IDENT-BE, with the previously established rankings remaining the
same. The resulting ranking is as follows:

(8) *NV ≫ *CONTOUR ≫ IDENT-BE ≫ M(V→1/i)
This ranking, as shown in the tableau in (9) with the utterance-final form [s2n] ‘sweet’, guaran-
tees the emergence of a candidate containing an epenthesized high vowel over any candidate that
epenthesizes a copy of the corresponding vowel just in case the stem-final consonant is nasal and
preceded by an oral vowel, circumventing the general preference for copy epenthesis.

(9) /s2n/ → [s2n] ‘sweet’
/s2n/ *NV *CONTOUR IDENT-BE M(V→1/i)

a. + s21nı̃1 * *
b. s21n21 *W L **W
c. s21n

d21 *W L **W

Thus, the alternation between copy and high vowel epenthesis in Kı̃sêdjê can be regarded as a
prime example of TETU: the low ranking of IDENT-BE with respect to the constraints that usually
yield postoralization of nasal consonants before oral vowels favors the emergence of maximally
unmarked material—the epenthetic high vowels—when it impossible to satisfy IDENT-BE without
violating a higher-ranking constraint.
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